MATCH REPORT
Williams Home Heat Vs Headcase
05/
05/12/2018
12/2018
POM: (Headcase)
POM: (WHH)

It was a cold night at theale but both teams turned up for battle! Williams home heat
missing the superstar player linny but still determined to try and bring home a win.
Headcase came out strong and both teams fought for the points! Both shooting
combinations showed fantastic accuracy and movement in the D.
Centre court play was full of magnificent interceptions and beautiful play to bring the
ball down for their teams.
Defensive circle was dominated with elegant looking leans and strongly contested
rebounds.
Fantastic game from both teams with Williams home heat just pulling away to secure the
win.
Players of the match went to Maddy and Charlie. Well done ladies!!

Final Score: Williams Home Heat 20 – Headcase 17

MATCH REPORT
Laurel Park Cyclones Vs Williams Home Heat
24/
24/10/2018
POM: Hannah Scott (Laurel Park Cyclones)
POM: Megan Johnson (WHH)

It's was a slow start for both teams, Cyclones unbeaten in their 2 games so far this
season - and Williams Home Heat who were playing their 4th game with a borrowed
player from Headcase.
First quarter saw just 4 centre's being taken. Both C's B Mackenzie and Cyclones L Castle
were covering the court tirelessly while the teams tried to settle, it ended with just 1 goal
between the teams at the whistle.
Second quarter saw a couple of changes for Williams and a few more goals. Williams
shooters managed to convert more of their shots to score 3 but the Cyclones and their
tight defensive unit of K Mulvarey and E Corrigan Brown got the rebounds and along
with WD H Scott got the ball swiftly up to their shooters who converted them perfectly
helping them pull away by 8 goals.
Third quarter was much more exciting and evenly matched, Williams shooters I North
and M Johnson got their eye in and with good feeds coming in from their C and WA E.
Didier'Serre they upped their number of goals scored in the quarter to 5. But Cyclones
were working just as hard to try and pull away putting their training into practise as GA Z
Plummer accurately received the centre pass and swiftly got the balls into the circle to
score. Williams closed the gap with good defensive work from their WD E O'Sullivan and
more shots on target to get within half at the close of the quarter with the score 18-9.
The final quarter saw even more goals but most for cyclones. Despite some early good
turnovers from GK A Prior-Williams and GD A Hutson there was little that could be done
to stop cyclones GS A Ferrin who continued to hold her space perfectly maintaining her
accurate shooting and with the well timed feeds in from her C and WA K Courtnadge
they got a well earned win 27-12

Laurel Park Cyclones 27 - Williams Home Heat 12

MATCH REPORT
Reading Juniors Orange Vs Williams H.H
10/
10/10/2018
POM: Linda Humphreys (Williams H.H)
POM: Tia Mehtola (RJ Orange)

In the first quarter Williams took an early lead through their shooters precision by
scoring 8 goals opposed to the Juniors 2.

The second quarter followed a similar path as the score rose to 13-4, Williams
maintained a strong lead through their use of spacing and accurate feeding by C, also
good interceptions from all defence.

In the third quarter the score became 23-9, making the goal difference even larger
despite the Juniors best efforts and hard work. The defence from the Juniors worked
particularly hard and tightly marked their players.

In the final quarter Williams secured the win. Well done to both teams for the excellent
play.

Final Score: Reading Juniors Orange 12 - Williams H.H 29

MATCH REPORT
Thunderbirds 4 Vs Williams Home Heat
12/09/201
12/09/2018
/09/2018
POM: Ella Jupp (TB4)
POM: Linda Humphries (WHH)

The first Wednesday game back and both Thunderbirds 4 and Williams Home Heat were
eager to start the season with a win. There was some lovely play in the first quarter as
both teams got into their rhythm with some fantastic interceptions from both WD’s,
Humphries and Colangelo in the centre third. We also saw some beautiful play from
both C’s Hewison and Beth. The first quarter ended with Williams Home Heat just
leading 5 to 4.
As the sun begun to set, the second quarter saw some lovely play at the Williams Home
Heat end of the court. Some great feeds from WA Sibley borrowed from Bowmore Asset
Magnet and GA Johnson into the GS Ellie who made some exquisite shots. There were
some equally lovely feeds into the D at the opposite end of the court, with Thunderbirds
4’s Centre, Hewison, and WA Ellison, making some beautiful passes into the GA and GS.
Thunderbirds started to pull away, with the score ending 13 to 8.
The third quarter saw a Thunderbirds substitution at WD with Frost coming onto the
court. With fantastic defence and pressure from Thunderbirds’ GK Bray and GD Browne,
Thunderbirds raced ahead, turning over many of the centres and winning the quarter 25
to 12. Thunderbirds’ shooters GS Willows and GA Jupp didn’t miss a shot!
Still fighting for every ball into the final quarter, Williams Home Heat were eager to
snatch back the win. Williams Home Heat’s Prior-Williams made some fantastic
interceptions in the D, which saw Williams Home Heat win the quarter.
A lovely game to start the season.

Final Score: Thunderbirds 4 30 - Williams Home Heat 16

